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Common Editing Issues in Drupal (and Word) 

You can always go to the Drupal Reference Page for a review of Standards, Guidelines, Terminology, etc. To practice 
layouts and more complex editing before you are ready to work on your live site go to the Drupal-Training site:  
http://www.mesacc.edu/drupal-training 

The following are complex tasks that experienced editors may find difficult: 

 TASK 1: Editing an existing list 

Navigate to the page you wish to edit. 

Log in and click the edit tab. 

Editing an existing list can be difficult due to issues with spacing and, if a numbered list, getting the list to restart where 
you want while maintaining the numbering protocol. 

1. Click to enter the existing list – either directly before the item that will follow your new entry, or directly after
the item that will precede your new addition.

You may need to use the backspace key or the delete key to move your cursor in line with the list item. 

2. Hit enter and then type in your new item.

Your new list item is in place and the numbering and spacing is perfect. 

TASK 2: Go to the Next Line 

If you are in a list or an FAQ layout and wish to go to the next line, but not restart the list or add a list item (adding 
another number) hold the SHIFT key and hit enter.  
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This gives you a <br /> tag “soft return” and not a <p> or paragraph tag which is a “hard return”. Nice! 

TASK 3: Get out of Formatting 

When you want to completely end the formatting style you are in (get out of the list or columns, etc.) you need to move 
your cursor to the bottom of the area in which you are working  - look for the red line.

Once you find the red line, move your cursor to the far right along the red line and you will see a small red arrow. Click 
on that arrow to drop down below the current formatting section into a non-formatted space. 

TASK 4: What’s Going on When Pasting from Word or an Email? 

Word .doc files and emails are the way most of us receive or develop the information or announcements we need to put 
up on our webpages.  Sometimes, an electronic “signature” or “footprint” comes with it and can make a mess of your 
formatting.  

Here is a common problem. The Header tag for “Please Note” has formatting to make it larger and darker.  When you 
pasted from Word, that larger formatting spread to the rest of the paragraph.  
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Here’s how to fix it. 

1. Select the text.
2. Remove the formatting using the Tx icon on the toolbar.

If that does not work, select the text then re-apply the correct formatting from the pull-down menu. 
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That should take care of paste errors for readable content.  Unfortunately pasting from Word or an email can be 
especially troublesome when you copy text with an included photo or image. 

Pasting that content directly into Drupal – with that image – may look great when you view it, but it will not display 
properly when anyone else views it online.  

Remember that image has not been added to the Drupal database.  The image is only on your desktop. You need to add 
that image to the Drupal database. Do this by using the file attachment section located below your editing window. 

TASK 5:  Adding to an existing FAQ list 

This one is simple! Just copy a section of your existing FAQ and paste it directly after the last faq item. 

Finish up by editing the new FAQ entry. 
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TASK 6: You want to add another cell (or row) to a table 

If you are working in a table and run out of cells or rows, right click and you should get menu options: 

Select cell or row and choose from the available options.  If you need more or different options – choose Table 
Properties. Here’s a Tip: Cells are up ↑ and down ↓ on the page – Rows are across ← →the page. “You row across the 
lake”. (A sample mnemonic device). 

If you need more help or have other questions 

Call or email me and I can walk you through a solution or even login and fix it for you. We are continuing to develop 
updates and improvements to the editing tools as well as to the website in general.   
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